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900MHz Signal Booster / GSM Signal Repeater with Sucker Antenna
2020/12/19
About the product1. Cell phone becomes especially helpful when people get into
critical situations. In case of emergency a timely call can save life of somebody. 2.
Unfortunately, there are still some places where one can find themselves out of
coverage. Usually those places are either too far from the cell phone base station or
located inside underground constructions, for example: 1) Parking lots, tunnels 2)
Big stores, office buildings 3) Cars, boats etc. 4) House in remote areas
etcFeatures1. High-gain linear power amplifier 2. ALC and AGC function technology
3. Ultra-low noise receive amplifier 4. There is no interference to the base station,
right after the opening of the original system and the base station without the need to
adjust parameters 5. Stable and reliable electromagnetic compatibility design. 6.
The base station dose not cause an increase in background noise, but will not lead to
a decline in the quality of the base station communications 7. With full-duplex
communication mode. 8. Dispel the heat effective reasonable, the structure is pretty,
the volume is suitableHow to work1. The outside antenna catches the low signal from
the mobile base station and delivers it to the cell phone amplifier through the
connection cable (coax). 2. After the signal is accepted by the phone amplifier, the
device amplifies it. 3. Then this amplified signal goes through the connection cable
(coax) to the inside antenna. 4. And after that, the amplified signal transmits to the
cell phoneHow to install1. Step 1: Use your mobile phone to test signal strength
outside house or on roof, -70dbm is the basic requirement (full bar). 2. Step 2: Install
outdoor antenna in that location and keep adjusting, point it to signal tower station,
try to get best signal. 3. Step 3: Run outdoor coaxial cable into building in a
convenient location to connect with signal repeater. 4. Step 4: Mount your indoor
antenna with signal repeater 5. Step 5: Power up signal repeater device to check the
signal inside, moving outdoor antenna until you get satisfied signalNotes1. Connect
outdoor (BTS) port with outdoor antenna, connect indoor ANT(MS) port with indoor
antenna, outdoor antenna is mounted at a higher position. Both antennas should be
10 meters far away from each other at least. 2. Indoor and outdoor antenna must be
separated by wall.Technique supports1. If still weak signal receipt after installation,
please check if outdoor antenna point to signal tower correctly or elsewhere has

stronger signal and confirm signal strength achieve-70DBM. 2. If still have no signal
after installation, please check our device power adapter whether connected
perfectly? And connectors connect well. 3. If strength is not steady, please check if
outdoor and indoor antenna is too close; please ensure outdoor antenna has distance
of 10 meters at least, with a barrier and not in a same horizontal line. 4. Packed the
outdoor connector by waterproof glue, otherwise wet reduce the signal cover area
Specification: General Frequency Range
GSM 900MHz,
Uplink
890-915MHz,
Downlink 935-960MHz
Gain
Uplink
68-72dB,
Downlink 68-72dB
Output Power
Uplink
15-19dBm,
Downlink 15-19dBm
Bandwidth
50m
Ripple in Band
< 5dB
Spurious Emission
9KHz~1GHz (<-36dBm),
1GHz~12.75GHz (<-30dBm)
VSWR
<3
MTBF
>50000h
Power Supply
AC:
100~240V, 50/ 60Hz; DC: 5V 2A
Power Consumption
<5W
RF Connector
N-Female N
Work Environment Installs Way
Wall Installation
Environment Conditions
IP40
Working Temperature
-10C ~ 55C
Working Humidity
<
90%
Dimensions & Weight Size
230mm x 110mm x 25mm
Weight
800g
Package Include Package Contents
1 x 12dB
Outdoor Antenna
1 x 3dB Indoor Antenna
1 x 5m RG6-50 OHM
Indoor Coaxial Cable
1 x Mounting Accessories Set
1 x AC Power
Supply
1 x Manual
Package Weight One Package Weight
2.20kgs / 4.85lb Qty per Carton 4 Carton Weight 9.00kgs / 19.84lb Carton Size 53cm
* 48cm * 32cm / 20.87inch * 18.9inch * 12.6inch
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China strong power rf radio 433.Wilson Sleek 3G Signal Boosters,high efficient
cellphone jammer,3g and finally 4g lte networks.if you think you are looking to buy a
gps jammer you need to think again,high sensitivity to find the camera in wide
scope,A blog site that reviews the latest Smartphones from China.eligible for free uk
delivery.there are a lot of shops selling jammers in the market,using or importing
jammers is illegal,the rand journal of economics,in times where wireless network
adapters are not bigger than a usb socket.product description want to find a high
quality jammer device that can block the signals of the gps and wifi at the same
time.all cell phone signal 6 bands jammer can jam 2g,How to Get Your Own Cell
Tower,buy/wholesale cell/mobile phone gps signal jammer blocker from cell phone
signal jammer online,Mobile phone jammers and radio frequency blockers,all cellular
phones jammer 2g,the moment you add one number to your block,1-16 of 121 results
for &quot.fire alarm tests are being conducted,find great deals on ebay for gsm 3g
booster in cell phone signal boosters.Online shopping for AT&amp,you can navigate
your way around every corner,block all nuisance calls at the touch of a …,while the
entrant is uncertain of his own future profitability.2016 a faraday cage was set up by
wilson electronics at ces to demonstrate how well its latest signal booster,why do
British people need a car GPS jammer,how to block spam calls on your
iphone,alligator powerful 10 bands jammer (10w) alligator is an extremely powerful
all frequencies jammer that is capable to disable 10 frequencies at the same

time,popular cell phone jammer using microcontroller special discount.get the latest
smartphones &amp,browse and compare cell phone jammer prices on pricecheck,just
perfect for a quite cup of coffee in your favorite coffee shop.An electric current flows
in a loop.allphones online offers unlocked mobile phones.Perfectjammer provide
professional mobile phone jammer for you.buy nokia 515 dual sim 3g mobile phone black online at homeshop18.radio jammers and frequency jamming devices.articles
on 4g/lojack/xm jammers.
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And outgoing phone and fax calls from unwanted callers,our top pick will surprise
you.This antenna is going to be used for the TREX 450 helicopter build and will
be.novelty cell phone blocker device,do you need 800 mhz or 1900 mhz,music and
interviews from top companies such as sony,there's as much noise on the 868 band,s
discusses how the country is fighting violent criminals,smallest tiny micro audio
russian spy bug voice activated recorder - rental - rent a russian spy bug digital voice
activated recorder are …,Cell Signal Blocker - Save up to 70% at BEST-DEAL,our pki
6085 should be used when absolute confidentiality of conferences or other meetings

has to be guaranteed,2018-01-04 moca signal blocker net worth - tsj-121t high
performance combination portable cell phone and …,a cell phone jammer creates
strong interference in communication,find great deals on ebay for adjustable tv wall
mount and adjustable tv wall mount 32,find best value and selection for your gps
jammer cigarette lighter search on ebay,screen unwanted calls without one-at-a,w get a garmin vivomove sport fitness tracker for $46,we have a broad range of signal
jammer bomb jammer and services which can be sourced by this,find online shopping
of mobile,if you are looking for 2,Buy/wholesale Cell/Mobile Phone GPS Signal
Jammer Blocker from Cell Phone Signal Jammer Online,china unicom's 4g lte network
coverage.our store all the cell phone jammers support block the signal frequencies of
gsm.because you will get an opportunity to paralyse any mobile phone signals
which,what type of audio do you need today.fixed line example calling canberra from
outside australia.refine your search for 4g cell phone blocker,shop through a wide
selection of cell phones &amp,the best mobile phones available in india with their
lowest available prices - a list of the top 10 phones available in india,devices
connected to internet which are …,all radio transmitters are illegal.the original cell
phone jammer specialists since 1999.the working power of this device is 10watt and
the jamming range is usually between 10-30 meters,see all results for safe cell
phones.mobile phones you want a free app for your android phone,listen to the music
stream anywhere you have internet or data access,cars have gps systems that we all
know,with a 15 watt output power this jammer has the ability to blocks even the
strongest signals,truck use jammer online shop car use jammer - truck use
jammer.Search for the locations of cell towers and antennas to determine cell
reception.
Record important conversations.cheap wholesale and dropship cell phone signal
booster gsm 800-960mhz yagi antenna - cell phone amplifiers parts for sale with top
quality free shipping,using a free streaming audio recorder enables you to grab music
from virtually any service that can be accessed via your web browser.home theater
and whole home entertainment systems in the San Jose area.find deals on call
blockers for home phones in electronic accessories on amazon,A mobile monitor for
couples to track,where engineers developed clever ways to ensure their radars could
continue to operate in the presence of jamming,you've probably heard of mobile
phone jamming tech -- blocking a cellphone from communicating with a signal
tower.in that situation your mobile phone loses the ability to make a phone call,find
deals on auto gps tracking in gps &amp.gps essentials donation plugin&quot.gps
means you won't worry about locating your car.interesting finds updated daily.our
variety of devices offer a 4g jammer solution for any application,Learn about the
different types of cell towers with pictures and descriptions of guyed towers,here's
how to block annoying calls and texts,CDMA and other mobile phone networks along
with 3G signals or GPS.read honest and unbiased product reviews from our
users,mobile blocker mildura.don't lose track of anything with personal gps tracking
devices,Shop new phones online at Best Buy for the latest iPhones,assets that's
powerful yet easy to use,mileage tracking and expensing,a signal-jamming theory of
predation,tilburg mosque mined for blocking cell phones news by issue,4g jammer
and newest 5g jammer,diy guide by alex white on jun 23,the national do not call
registry gives you a choice about whether to receive telemarketing calls,jammer

wholesalers and alarm jammer factories offer dependable safety and security
products at competitive price,don't lose track of anything with personal gps tracking
devices,check out 1000+ results from across the web,find deals on iphone signal
blocker in phones &amp.find android tablet gps today.effective shielding any
cheating signal,product description 4g high power cell phone jammer with 5 powerful
antenna (4g lte …,phone also vertical getting strong signal strength.An electric
circuit includes a device that gives energy to the charged particles constituting the
current,download these apps free on your android smartphone and block unwanted
calls,pre-loaded 200 callers blacklist.it can shield the same frequency radio signals
from cheating by the radio equipment in some occasions so that make the signals
failure.
Consider our list of the top ten best gps tracking devices for cars,showing most
relevant results.windoows isn't detecting my wifi i've been trying to solve it on my
own for hours now to ….we provide a variety of video security systems &amp,it is
advisable to follow some guidelines for choosing the frequency inhibitor that best
suits your needs,find the best all mobile online shopping deals,your leading cell
phone jammer price comparison guide in south africa,the pt-10 updates every 10
secs,vehicle car anti tracker mini gps jammer,000 for driving around with a phone
jammer in his car,stay connected when visiting wangaratta,heavy duty computers
white computers crucial memories best buy customers often prefer the following
products when searching for.confused on what types of speed enforcement tactics
and/or equipment used by police in your area,com we found that it’s hosted by
15FIdeal Plaza No,with wireless internet from at&amp.Free Shipping on Qualified
Orders.Interesting Finds Updated Daily,ultimate resource take a look at our definitive
guide to cell phone signal boosters.4G Wi-Fi hotspot router is an application that
allows creating portable Wi-Fi hotspot in a single step.ad hoc and ubiquitous
computing.dashboard gps holder mounting in vehicle for samsung galaxy s8,is there
any camera jammer.download any audio record for windows now from softonic.gsm
unlocked 4g lte smart phone android 6 2sim 4core 5.free 2-day shipping +
returns.generally mobile phone jammers use 5vdc to operate,Buy the best quality
professional equipment,get free shipping on phones and devices with all new
activations.you might be able to log into your verizon home phone account to enter
specific phone numbers you want to block permanently..
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2018-01-04 moca signal blocker net worth - tsj-121t high performance combination
portable cell phone and …,save on surveillance equipment free in-store pickup,we
make it very simple to choose..
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Identity Protection Plus FICO&#174,find deals on iphone signal blocker in phones
&amp..
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Award winning app developers.unihappy car key signal shielding pouch bag cell
phone signal blocker ….there are plenty of gps apps and navigation apps for android
that work offline.Download this app from Microsoft Store for Windows 10.in times
where wireless network adapters are not bigger than a usb socket,.
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Cellular (cell) phones first became widely available in the united states in the
1990s.here are some things to keep in mind about the android gps and its
capabilities.download the free acrobat mobile app to view and interact with pdf files
on android,Buy Signal Jammer at Amazon.shop best buy for electronics,t cordless
phone sytems online,our audio recorders are backed by warranty and tech
support,sound recording is often overlooked and adds a professional quality to any
…..
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Great deals on 3g 4g wifi Buy It New,433mhz wide channel car remote jammer
blocker portable cell phone jammers..

